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Abstract Our recent Accretion Model of ribosomal evolution uses insertion fingerprints and a ‘‘trunk–branch’’ formalism to recapitulate the building up of common core
rRNA of the Large Ribosomal Subunit. The Accretion
Model is a conservative and natural extension of a method
developed by Bokov and Steinberg (Nature 457:977–80,
2009), which confirms the correctness of lower resolution
models by Fox and others. In each of these models, the LSU
originates with the peptidyl transferase center (PTC), consistent with expectations that the ribosome is the source of
defined-sequence functional proteins. In an adjacent note,
Caetano-Anolles (J Mol Evol 80:162–165, 2015) disparages
the Accretion Model, because it controverts the ‘Growth
Inferred by Genothermal Ordering’ (GIGO) model. GIGO
analyzes secondary structures, assigns the origin of the ribosome to a region outside of the PTC, and assumes or deduces that (i) large protein enzymes of defined amino acid
sequence predate ribosomal synthesis of proteins, (ii) proteins directly replicate by non-ribosomal mechanisms, (iii)
rRNA unfailingly increases in thermodynamic stability over
time, and (iv) the Woese and Fox canonical tree of life is misrooted. Much of the specific GIGO critique of the Accretion
Model is based on confusion about the three-dimensional
nature of RNA and trunk–branch polymorphism; the Accretion Model incorporates several types of trunk–branch
relationships.
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The Ribosome
There is broad consensus about the centrality of translation in
biological systems. It is accepted that the ribosome is the only
source of defined-sequence protein in extant (Ogle and Ramakrishnan 2005) and ancestral (Woese 2000, 2001) biological systems. It is accepted that the lineage of the translation
system maps out the canonical tree of life (Woese and Fox
1977). It is also generally accepted that the catalytic peptidyl
transferase center (PTC) is the oldest part of the large ribosomal subunit (LSU) (Belousoff et al. 2010; Bokov and
Steinberg 2009; Fox 2010; Hartman and Smith 2014; Hsiao
et al. 2009; Krupkin et al. 2011; Mears et al. 2002; Petrov et al.
2014b; Smith et al. 2008; Wolf and Koonin 2007).

The Accretion Model
The recently described Accretion Model of ribosomal
evolution recapitulates the building up of the common core
of the LSU rRNA by stepwise additions of ancestral expansion segments (AESs) to a growing rRNA core (Petrov
et al. 2014b). The expansions take place at sites marked by
‘insertion fingerprints.’
The Accretion Model is a natural extension of an elegant
and powerful method developed by Bokov and Steinberg
(2009). The Steinberg method uses A-minor interactions
(Cate et al. 1996; Nissen et al. 2001) to rank various elements within the ribosome by age. Steinberg made the
important observation that, in a complex, the dependent
element is the more recent addition. By analogy, the base
of a pyramid must be older than the top of the pyramid because the top is dependent on the base.
Using molecular dependencies of A-minor interactions,
Steinberg localized the ancestral core of the LSU to the
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PTC, confirming the correctness of lower resolution models by Fox and Ashinikumar (2004). We integrated Steinberg’s method with our insertion fingerprints and trunk–
branch formalism to arrive at the Accretion Model. This
integration increased the accuracy and resolution beyond
previous models and drilled more deeply into the ancestral
core of the ribosome.

Criticism of the Accretion Model
Caetano-Anolles has developed an opposing model (Caetano-Anolles 2002a, b, 2008, 2013; Harish and CaetanoAnolles 2012), which we call the GIGO.
The preceding manuscript in this issue (Caetano-Anolles
2015), in defense of GIGO, submits a series of perceived
flaws in the Accretion Model and in the methods by which
it was obtained. The author condemns a failure to test
predictions of the Accretion Model independent of those of
the Steinberg method, in particular, predictions that the
PTC is the ancestral core of the LSU. However, the PTC
origin of the ribosome, contrary to the claim of the author,
was not an a priori hypothesis of Steinberg, but was one of
the primary results of the method. Further, an independent
test is impossible because the Accretion Model has subsumed the Steinberg method and is dependent on it.
Moreover, one sees little gain in testing a theory that is
generally accepted and well supported by a broad variety of
other data (Belousoff et al. 2010; Bokov and Steinberg
2009; Fox 2010; Hartman and Smith 2014; Hsiao et al.
2009; Krupkin et al. 2011; Mears et al. 2002; Petrov et al.
2014b; Smith et al. 2008; Wolf and Koonin 2007). GIGO is
the only opposition to the theory.
Caetano-Anolles (2015) has re-analyzed the insertion
fingerprint data and claims errors that are said to support
GIGO over the Accretion Model.
The author represents surprise at trunk–branch polymorphism and fails to note that supplementary materials of
the Accretion Model show several types of trunk–branch
relationships. A branch helix can be inserted into a trunk
helix (into a stem) forming a Y, or into a loop, capping the
helix and forming a T. Both of these are three-way junctions. There are several examples of helix capping within
the common core, along with structurally documented examples within eukaryotic expansions. The specific junction
questioned by the author (AES1/AES39) is a helix cap,
which he confuses with a mis-ordered stem insertion. Other
examples of helix caps are AES9/AES10&10a, AES
21/AES41, and ES30 of eukaryotes.
The author appears not to appreciate that Steinberg’s
method was incorporated into the Accretion Model to determine time directionality when trunk–branch relationships are ambiguous. The relative ages of some AES were
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inferred in part from A-minor interactions [which include
G-minors (Xin et al. 2008)].
The author criticizes the input information used in the
Accretion Model, stating, ‘‘In fact, many core insertion
sites actually constitute well-characterized 3-way junctions
typical of natural folding structures (Lescoute and Westhof
2006).’’ He does not inform his readers that the Accretion
Model manuscript says the same thing and cites the same
reference.
The author questions the utility of junctions and insertion fingerprints observed in three-dimensional structures,
as used in formulating the Accretion Model. It is therefore
ironic that GIGO uses cartoon-level secondary information
and establishes rRNA fragments using faux junctions,
without incorporating information from three-dimensional
structures. GIGO uses growth boundaries that are inconsistent with real structures and assumes, for example, that a
7-way (!) junction in the LSU secondary structure corresponds to physical reality, to a 7-way junction in three
dimensions.

The GIGO Method
Predictions of the Accretion Model, and other models of
ribosomal origins and evolution, diverge sharply from
those of the GIGO. Here, we examine GIGO and explain
some of the sources of it’s divergence from the consensus.
In GIGO, functional RNAs increase in thermodynamic
stability and conformational order over time (CaetanoAnolles 2002b; Caetano-Anolles et al. 2008; Harish and
Caetano-Anolles 2012). In GIGO, increasing stability is a
primary driver of evolutionary processes. Old RNA is more
stable and less polymorphic in conformation than young
RNA.
‘‘During selection, sequence mutants optimize folding to fewer thermally accessible conformations….
This ‘lock-in’ process of structural canalization is
autocatalytic and defines a general evolutionary trend
of RNA molecules towards uniqueness, greater stability, and modularity… We here use… increased
structural order as being ancestral…’’ (Harish and
Caetano-Anolles 2012).
Histories and lineages in GIGO are based on statistics
from secondary prediction of local RNA elements that are
extracted from large RNAs. To obtain measures of
uniqueness, stability, and modularity, GIGO uses prediction software [the Vienna RNA Package (Hofacker 2003)],
which incorporates Turner 2004 nearest-neighbor parameters (Mathews et al. 2004) to model RNA secondary
structures. Output from Vienna is used in GIGO to make
phylogenetic trees of rRNA fragments. Important
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parameters include Vienna predicted stabilities, lengths of
helices, numbers of helices, and base-pairing frequencies.
These parameters, the essential input of GIGO, are binned
and converted to text strings; each RNA fragment is associated with a text string. The text strings are converted to
phylograms by maximum parsimony. GIGO assumes that a
given large rRNA is composed of small RNA elements that
are all related by lineage. Long RNAs are (i) computationally fragmented and folded into local secondary structures, (ii) associated with text strings based on computed
folding parameters, and (iii) organized in a system of lineage, in which more stable/more ordered fragments of
rRNA are ancestors of less-stable/less-ordered fragments.

(4)

Evaluating GIGO
(1)

(2)

(3)

Internal Inconsistency In GIGO, there is a general
evolutionary trend in which rRNA elements increase
in uniqueness, stability, and modularity over time
(see above). If so, by conventional understanding of
evolution, surviving progeny should be successively
more stable than their ancestors. However, in the
logic of GIGO, ancestral RNAs are of greater stability than progeny.
False Assumptions Several foundational assumptions
of GIGO appear to be questionable. One such
assumption is that thermodynamic stabilities and/or
conformation entropies of rRNA elements (i) change
systematically over evolutionary time, (ii) at a rate
that is uniform over the population of rRNA
elements. Different rRNA elements are subjected
to different evolutionary pressures. The stabilities of
rRNAs and lengths of helices correlate with growth
temperature (Wang et al. 2006), not with general
evolutionary age. Stable secondary structures do not
increase in frequency over time in a universal way in
rRNAs or in other RNAs. GIGO cites Schultes as
supporting these proposed changes over evolutionary
time (Schultes et al. 1999). However, Schultes
concluded that ‘‘the majority of the conformational
order found in functional RNAs appears not to be the
result of a long history of evolutionary modification
but is inherent in the physiochemical interactions
that drive RNA folding.’’ GIGO predicts that continuous linear rRNA segments are older (more
thermostable) than branched rRNA segments (less
stable). This model is directly falsified by the
youngest elements of rRNA, which are long linear
GC rich helices in eukaryotes (ES27).
Familial Relationships and rRNA Elements Another
questionable assumption of GIGO is that local RNA
sequences within long RNAs are related to each

(5)

(6)

other by lineage. In GIGO, large rRNAs are
composed exclusively of short RNA sequence elements that are related by mother–daughter relationships. A few short primordial RNA sequences are
ancestral to all other sequence elements, which are
widely dispersed in secondary structure and threedimensional space.
Slicing and Dicing Dubitable methods are used by
GIGO to estimate local thermodynamics of folding.
rRNAs, at the level of schematic cartoons, are sliced
into fragments (amenable to modeling by Vienna)
without respect for the actual structure of the
ribosome. Paired strands are disjoined in the fragmenting. Therefore, the predicted secondary structures of GIGO fragments are not reconcilable with
known rRNA secondary structures of the rRNA
(Petrov et al. 2013; 2014a). In addition, GIGO
artificially combines distinct helices (for example H41–H42) to artificially make longer and more
‘‘stable’’ elements.
Limitations of Thermodynamic Predictions The thermodynamic parameters obtained from Vienna modeling of GIGO fragments have very little significance
for real rRNA folding or stability. Vienna is a
powerful platform for predicting secondary structures
of simple RNAs, using nearest-neighbor analysis.
However, Vienna is neither intended for nor capable
of accurately predicting all of the local thermodynamic interactions within complex structures such as
ribosomes. rRNAs contain non-canonical base pairs
(Leontis et al. 2002), GNRA tetraloops (Hsiao et al.
2006; Mohan et al. 2010; Woese et al. 1990), base–
backbone interactions (Lee and Gutell 2004; Leontis
et al. 2002), A-minor interactions (Noller 2005), a
variety of loops, pseudoknots, kink-turns (Leontis
et al. 2006), tertiary interactions (Lescoute and
Westhof 2006), coordinated magnesium ions (Hsiao
and Williams 2009; Klein et al. 2004) as well as
proteins. On average, Vienna accurately predicts
75 % of canonical base pairs (Mathews et al. 2004).
Several of the helices in the core of the LSU (Helices
25A and 26A) are composed entirely of non-canonical
base pairs (Leontis and Westhof 1998; Petrov et al.
2013) and cannot be predicted by Vienna. Even if the
GIGO fragmenting process was accurately performed
(see above), these local assemblies cannot be modeled
with accuracy by Vienna.
Circular Argument In GIGO, the path of evolution of
rRNA is predetermined in an obvious way by the
input data and the ungrounded theoretical approach.
GIGO predicts on average that long helices (as
arbitrarily defined in the initial computational fragmenting process) are old and so are ancestral to short
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helices. GIGO demonstrates simply that Vienna
assigns greater stability to longer helices than to
shorter helices.

Grand Claims
Because of the flawed nature of the input data and assumptions, the output of GIGO is a model in which large
folded proteins of defined amino acid sequence with
complex catalytic functions predate ribosomal protein
synthesis (Caetano-Anolles 2013). Proteins, unconstrained
by the genetic code, are synthesized by unprecedented
mechanisms. Proteins replicate without involvement of
nucleic acids. The canonical tree of life is re-rooted within
eukarya (Caetano-Anolles 2002b) or between archaea and
eukarya (Caetano-Anolles et al. 2008).

Summary
Here, we have highlighted a subset of the weaknesses of
GIGO. Even this sampling makes clear that GIGO does not
present a credible challenge to the current consensus about
the canonical tree of life, the centrality of translation in
biological systems, or to the seminal roles of the peptidyl
transferase center in ribosomal origins and evolution.
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